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Abstract 
 
This work is devoted to the construction of explicit feedback 
control laws for the robust, global, exponential stabilization of 
general, uncertain, discrete-time, acyclic traffic networks. We 
consider discrete-time, uncertain network models which satisfy 
very weak assumptions. The construction of the controllers and the 
rigorous proof of the robust, global, exponential stability for the 
closed-loop system are based on recently proposed vector-
Lyapunov function criteria, as well as the fact that the network is 
acyclic. It is shown, in this study, that the latter requirement is 
necessary for the existence of a robust, global, exponential 
stabilizer of the desired uncongested equilibrium point of the 
network. An illustrative example demonstrates the applicability of 
the obtained results to realistic traffic flow networks.
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1. Introduction 
 
Networks are large-scale entities representing different types of physical or cyber-physical 
systems such as fluid flow networks, communication networks, smart grids, etc. [1]–[4]. 
Particular emphasis is given in this study to traffic networks for which a plethora of diverse 
infrastructures can be addressed on the basis of a unifying modeling approach (see for example 
[5]–[7]). More specifically, traffic networks can be modelled as urban road networks consisting of 
interconnected links which are modelled as store-and-forward components [8] or cell-transmission 
links [9]; large urban networks consisting of smaller homogeneous sub-networks [10]; freeway 
networks consisting of series of links, which are modelled, e.g., via general discretized LWR 
(Lighthill-Whitham-Richards) models [11]–[13] or its simplified CTM (Cell Transmission Model) 
version [14]; large mixed (corridor) networks consisting of urban and freeway links [15]. 
Recently, many researchers have addressed the stabilization of equilibrium points of large-
scale discrete-time systems. However, the verification of stability for large-scale systems still 
remains a challenging problem on its own. To this purpose, many tools have been proposed in the 
literature such as vector Lyapunov functions that are very useful for large-scale discrete-time 
systems. Sufficient stability conditions by means of vector Lyapunov functions have been 
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proposed in [16] (pages 792-798). In addition, small-gain conditions have been proposed in [17], 
which can be expressed by means of a vector Lyapunov function formulation (as shown in [18], 
Chapter 5). Recently in [19], sufficient conditions have been provided for the robust, global, 
exponential stability of nonlinear, large-scale, uncertain networks by means of vector Lyapunov 
functions.  
The provided results in [19], as it is shown therein, can be easily applied to traffic 
networks. Traffic networks, satisfying specific assumptions, have also been studied in [5], where 
sufficient conditions for the local stability of the uncongested equilibrium point are provided; 
while in [20] the equilibriums of the CTM are analyzed based on monotone systems theory. There 
are several other works that address stability issues within more specific modeling frameworks for 
traffic networks. For example, in [21] necessary and sufficient conditions are derived for stable 
equilibrium accumulations in the undersaturated regimes of macroscopic fundamental diagrams; 
while [22] studies the stability of equilibriums of a traffic assignment model. However, studies 
that address rigorously stabilization issues are quite rare. Stability results for simple traffic control 
systems have been considered in [23] where sufficient conditions for the local and global ISS 
property of vehicular-traffic networks are provided under the effect of PI regulators. Moreover, in 
[24] the authors propose link layer feedback (velocity) control laws that stabilize simple, multi-
lane and two-dimensional freeway models. Finally, in [13] nonlinear feedback control laws are 
provided for the robust global exponential stabilization of the uncongested equilibrium point of 
general freeway models. 
In this work, a general model for acyclic networks consisting of an arbitrary number of 
elementary components with constant turning and exit rates has been developed. The components 
can be interconnected to form any two-dimensional structure with no cycles for the overall 
network. Specific instances of the proposed general model result in traffic network structures and 
problems that can be considered as special cases of the proposed network model and include all 
the traffic network structures mentioned above. Based on this modeling framework, the results in 
[19] are utilized for the developed uncertain models of acyclic networks. More specifically, this 
study provides a parameterized family of explicit feedback control laws which can robustly, 
globally, exponentially stabilize the desired Uncongested Equilibrium Point (UEP) of a given 
acyclic traffic network. The achieved stabilization is robust with respect to: i) any uncertainty 
related to the fundamental diagram of traffic flow; as well as ii) the overall uncertain nature of the 
developed model when congestion phenomena are present. In fact, in the latter case, the model 
which describes the time evolution of the network variables is almost completely uncertain 
(besides the requirement of known and constant turning and exit rates). Furthermore, the 
assumptions that surround the proposed methodology are weak enough to render the methodology 
applicable to other kinds of acyclic networks instead of traffic networks. Finally, we emphasize 
that, as it is proved herein (Proposition 3.1), the requirement regarding the absence of cycles 
inside the network is utterly necessary for the existence of a robust, global, exponential stabilizer 
of the UEP of the network. 
The provided results generalize some of the results provided in [13] (see Remark 5 and 
Remark 6 in the following sections) and can be used for ramp-metering control of freeway 
networks. Preliminary  testing and comparison  with other existing sophisticated control 
strategies, provided in [13], demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed methodology as a ramp 
metering strategy for freeways. However, the present generalized methodology can also be used 
as perimeter control strategy as well as for arterial (or corridor) networks with arbitrary topology 
that contain no cycles. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that addresses 
rigorously global stabilization issues for such problems.   
 The structure of the present work is as follows. Section 2 includes the model derivation as 
well as the discussion on the properties and the consequences of the considered modelling 
framework. The main results of this work are presented in Section 3 while the proofs of the main 
results can be found in Section 4. An illustrative example of a freeway-to-freeway network is 
presented in Section 5 and finally the concluding remarks of the paper are given in Section 6. 
 3 
Definitions and Notation. In this paper, we adopt the following notation and terminology: 
  ),0[:  .  
nn
  : . For every set S , 
timesn
n SSS  ...  for every positive integer n . For a set 
nS  ,  Sint  denotes the interior of S  (which may be empty). 
  By );(0 AC , we denote the class of continuous functions on nA  , which take values in 
m . By );( AC k , where 1k  is an integer, we denote the class of functions on nA   with 
continuous derivatives of order k , which take values in m . 
  Let nyx , . We say that yx   if nxy  )(  and we say that yx   if  nxy  int)( . The 
transpose of nx   is denoted by x . By x  we denote the Euclidean norm of nx  . For every 
x ,  x  denotes the integer part of x . 
  We denote by I  the identity matrix and we denote by nnnn

 1  the matrix for which every 
entry is equal to one. Moreover, nn  )1,...,1(1 . 
  The spectral radius of nn  is denoted by )( . When all the entries of    are non-negative, 
then we say that   is non-negative and we write nn . 
  We say that the matrix nn  is upper (lower) triangular if all the entries below (above) the 
main diagonal are zero. We say that the upper (lower) triangular matrix nn  is strictly upper 
(lower) triangular if all the entries of the main diagonal are zero. The diagonal entries of an upper 
(lower) triangular matrix nn  are the eigenvalues of nn . 
 
 
Let nX  , lD   be non-empty sets and consider the uncertain, discrete-time, dynamical system 
 
),( zdFz  , Xz , Dd                                                   (1.1) 
 
where XXDF :  is a mapping. The variable Xz  denotes the state of (1.1) while here (and 
throughout the paper) z  denotes the value of the state at the next time instant, i.e., (1.1) expresses 
the recursive relation ))(),(()1( tztdFtz  . Let Xz *  be an equilibrium point of (1.1), i.e., Xz *  
satisfies ),( ** zdFz   for all Dd . Notice that the requirement ),( ** zdFz   for all Dd  implies 
that Dd  is a vanishing perturbation, i.e., a disturbance that does not change the position of the 
equilibrium point of the system. 
 
We use the following definitions throughout the paper. 
 
Definition 1.1: A Trapping Region (TR) for system (1.1) is a set X  for which there exists an 
integer 0m  such that for every Xz 0 ,  

 0)( tDtd , the solution )(tz  of (1.1) with initial condition 
0)0( zz   corresponding to input  

 0)( tDtd  satisfies )(tz  for all mt  . 
 
A nonlinear system with a TR is a system for which all solutions enter a specific set after an initial 
transient period. A direct consequence of Definition 1.1 is that every TR for (1.1) must contain all 
equilibrium points. We next define the robust, global exponential stability notion for (1.1). 
 
Definition 1.2: We say that Xz *  is Robustly Globally Exponentially Stable (RGES) for system 
(1.1) if there exist constants 0, M  such that for every Xz 0  and for every sequence  

 0)( tDtd  
the solution )(tz  of (1.1) with initial condition 0)0( zz   corresponding to input  

 0)( tDtd  (i.e., the 
solution that satisfies ))(),(()1( tztdZtz   for all 0t  and 0)0( zz  ) satisfies the inequality 
*
0
* )exp()( zztMztz    for all 0t . 
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Now, consider the uncertain, discrete-time, control system 
 
),( uxFx  , Sx , Uu ,                                                  (1.2) 
 
where SUSF :  is a locally bounded mapping and nS  , mU   are non-empty sets. Let 
Sx *  be an equilibrium point of (1.2), i.e., there exists Uu *  so that ),( *** uxFx  . We next 
define the notion of global asymptotic controllability for (1.2). 
 
Definition 1.3: We say that system (1.2) is globally asymptotically controllable to Sx *  if for 
every Sx 0   there exists  

 0)( tUtu  such that the solution )(tx  of (1.2) corresponding to input 
  0)( tUtu  with initial condition 0)0( xx   satisfies 
*)(lim xtx
t


. 
 
Notice that global asymptotic controllability is a necessary condition for the existence of a 
globally stabilizing feedback for (1.2) (see [25]). 
 
 
 
2. Acyclic Networks with Constant Turning and Exit Rates 
 
We consider a generic network which consists of n  components (cells). This network may 
represent a traffic flow network, a fluid flow network or another kind of network. The density of 
the quantity characterizing each component of the network (e.g. density of vehicles, fluid mass 
etc.) at time 0t  in component },...,1{ ni  is denoted by )(txi . The outflow and the inflow of the 
component },...,1{ ni  at time 0t  are denoted by 0)(, tF iout  and 0)(, tF iin , respectively. 
Consequently, the conservation equation for each component },...,1{ ni  is given by 
 
iinioutii FFxx ,, 
 , ni ,...,1 , 0t .                                                      (2.1) 
 
Each component of the network has storage capacity 0ia  ( ni ,...,1 ). We define 
 
],0[],0[ 1 naaS   ,                                                            (2.2) 
 
which is the set where the state takes values, i.e., Sx . Let 0iv  ( ni ,...,1 ) denote the attempted 
inflow to component },...,1{ ni  from the region out of the network and set nnvvv  ),...,( 1 . Our 
first assumption is dealing with the outflows. We assume that there exist functions 
 ],0[: ii aDf , ]1,0[:  
n
i SDs  with iii xxdf ),(  for all ],0[),( ii aDxd  , where 
lD   is a 
non-empty, compact set, constants 0, jip , nji ,...,1,  , with 0, iip  for ni ,...,1 , and constants 
0iQ , ni ,...,1  so that: 
 
 
),(),,(, iiiji xdfvxdsp
jcomponenttoicomponent
fromflow






,for nji ,...,1,  ,                        (2.3) 
 
),(),,( iiii xdfvxdsQ
networktheofoutregionstoicomponent
fromflow






, for ni ,...,1 .                       (2.4) 
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We also assume that: 
 
1
1
, 

i
n
j
ji Qp , for ni ,...,1 .                                                  (2.5) 
 
Some explanations are needed at this point. The functions  ],0[: ii aDf  ( ni ,...,1 ) denote the 
attempted outflow from the i -th cell, i.e., the outflow that will exit the cell if there is sufficient 
space in the downstream cells. Particularly, the functions  ],0[: ii aDf  ( ni ,...,1 ) remind 
what in the specialized literature of Traffic Engineering is called the demand-part of the 
fundamental diagram of the i -th cell. In addition, jip ,  are turning rates and iQ  are exit rates. The 
functions ]1,0[:  
n
i SDs  ( ni ,...,1 ) are introduced in order to accommodate congestion 
phenomena. Specifically, these functions assume the value of 1 if the downstream cells can 
accommodate the whole attempted outflow of the upstream cell; they are less than 1 if the 
downstream cells cannot accommodate the full attempted outflow, e.g. because they are 
congested, as it will also explained in more detail later.  
Combining (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), we obtain: 
 
),(),,(, iiiiout xdfvxdsF  , for ni ,...,1                                                  (2.6) 
 
We make the following assumption for the functions  ],0[: ii aDf  ( ni ,...,1 ): 
 
(H1) For each Dd  , the function  ],0[:),( ii adf  satisfies zzdf i  ),(0  for all ],0( iaz . 
There exists ],0( ii a  such that for each Dd  , the function ),( dfi  is continuous and increasing 
on ],0[ i . Moreover, there exist constants )1,0(iL , ]1,0(iG , ],0(
~
ii    such that 
yzLydfzdf iii  ),(),(  for each Dd   and ]
~
,0[, izy   and yzGydfzdf iii  ),(),(  for each 
Dd   and ],0[, izy  . Finally, there exists a positive constant 0
min if  such that for each Dd   it 
holds that min),( ii fzdf   for all ],[ ii az  .  
 
 
Figure 1: Implications of Assumption (H1). 
 
Remark 1: Assumption (H1) is a technical assumption that allows a very general class of 
functions  ],0[: ii aDf  to be taken into account. The implications of assumption (H1) are 
illustrated in Figure 1. Assumption (H1) includes the basic properties of the so-called “demand 
function” [12] in the Godunov discretization; i  is the critical density, where ),( ii xdf  achieves a 
maximum value (capacity flow). Notice that assumption (H1) includes the possibility of reduced 
demand flow for overcritical densities (i.e., when iix  ), since ),( ii xdf  is allowed to be any 
arbitrary function (discontinuous or decreasing  or, even, increasing), taking any values within the 
bounds mentioned in (H1) (corresponding to the right grey area in Figure 1), for iix  ; this could 
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be used to reflect the capacity drop phenomenon of traffic flow, as it is treated in some recent 
works [26], [27]. Figure 1 presents within the grey area of overcritical densities, four examples of 
demand functions, which satisfy assumption (H1). 
 
Our second assumption is dealing with the inflows. We assume that there exist functions 
);(0  SDCg i , ]1,0[:  
n
i SDw  ( ni ,...,1 ) with iii xaxdg  ),(0  for all SDxd ),(  with 
ii ax   and ni ,...,1 , so that 
 
),(),(),,(),,(
1
,, xdgxdfvxdspvvxdwF i
n
j
jjjijiiiin  

, for all ni ,...,1  and nSDvxd ),,( .    (2.7) 
 
If ),(),(
1
, xdgxdfpv i
n
j
jjiji 

, for all ni ,...,1  then 1),,(),,(  vxdsvxdw ii , for ni ,...,1 .     (2.8) 
 
Again, for the case of traffic networks, the functions SDgi :  ( ni ,...,1 ) remind what in the 
specialized literature of Traffic Engineering is called the supply function of the i -th cell. When 



n
j
ij
n
j
jiji pvxdspvxdw
1
,
1
, 1),,(),,(  then we say that the i -th cell is congested. The functions 
]1,0[:  
n
i SDw  and ]1,0[:  
n
i SDs  ( ni ,...,1 ) are introduced so that for each cell: (i) the 
demand is always less than the supply (this is inequality (2.7)), and (ii) when the maximum value 
of all demands can be accommodated then no congestion phenomena are present (this is 
implication (2.8)). Priority rules for each junction can be expressed by means of the functions 
]1,0[:  
n
i SDw  and  ]1,0[:  
n
i SDs  ( ni ,...,1 ). 
For traffic flow networks, the supply function is usually given by the function 
 )(,min),( iiiii xacqxdg  , where iq  represents the maximum admissible inflow of the i -th cell 
and ]1,0(ic  represents the normalized congestion wave speed. Then, the fundamental diagram 
(FD) of cell i  is composed by the increasing function ),( ii xdf  for ],0[ iix   and by the non-
increasing function  )(,min),( iiiii xacqxdg   for ],[ iii ax  . Notice here that the uncertainty 
Dd   has been introduced in order to accommodate the uncertain nature of the fundamental 
diagram.  
Combining equations (2.1), (2.6) and (2.7) we obtain the following uncertain discrete-time 
system: 
 


 
n
j
jjjijiiiiiii xdfvxdspxdfvxdsvvxdwxx
1
, ),(),,(),(),,(),,( , for ni ,...,1 .              (2.9) 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Scheme of the network model (2.9). 
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Figure 2 illustrates schematically the network described by the model (2.9). For physical reasons, 
we would expect a network of the form (2.9) under assumption (H1) to satisfy the following three 
properties: 
 
1) If the attempted external inflows 0iv  ( ni ,...,1 ) are “small” for a sufficiently large time 
period then the network densities will eventually be “small”.  
2) If 0ix  for some ni ,...,1 , then there is at least one non-zero outflow. 
3) If the attempted external inflows 0iv  ( ni ,...,1 ) and the 0ix  ( ni ,...,1 ) are “small”, 
then no congestion phenomena are present in the network. 
 
Indeed, consider a network with zero external inflows. If the network does not satisfy property 1 
above then it is possible that the network retains a certain amount of density (i.e., the vehicles do 
not exit). The same situation would occur in the case where property 2 above does not hold. Of 
course, there are “special” cases (e.g. a gridlock around a cycle) where vehicles are trapped in the 
network and do not exit, but it is clear that in such situations one cannot deal with congestion 
phenomena via inflow control, i.e. by making the external inflows sufficiently small. Property 3 is 
another empirical fact that should be verified to enable inflow control: congestion phenomena are 
present only when the attempted external inflows 0iv  ( ni ,...,1 ) and the network densities 0ix  
( ni ,...,1 ) are “sufficiently large”. 
     In the aim of guaranteeing that the considered network models actually possess the above 
properties, we consider only acyclic networks via the following assumption. 
 
(H2) The matrix   nnji njipP  ]1,0[,...,1,:,  which contains the turning rates of the acyclic 
network (2.9) is strictly upper triangular. 
 
Remark 2: From a graph-theoretic point of view, directed acyclic graphs are graphs whose 
vertices can admit a topological sorting. This means, that their vertices can be ordered in such a 
way, that the starting endpoint of every edge (joining two vertices) occurs earlier in the ordering 
than the ending endpoint of the edge. Assigning the vertices of the graph to the components or 
cells of the network, for any given acyclic network, and by using the previous definition, we are in 
a position to reorder the cells of the network into a topological sorting. The main consequence of 
this sorting is that the matrix   nnji njipP  ]1,0[,...,1,:,  containing the turning rates of the 
network becomes strictly upper triangular [28]–[30].  
 
The following technical lemmas are useful for the analysis of the networks. Their proofs are 
provided in the Appendix. 
 
Lemma 2.1: For every non-negative, strictly upper triangular matrix P  with 1
1 ,
 
n
j ji
p  for all 
ni ,...,1 , there exist positive constants 0ir  ( ni ,...,1 ), such that 



n
j
jiji prr
1
, , for every ni ,...,1 . (2.10) 
 
Lemma 2.2: Let )1,0(iL  and ]1,0(iG  with ii GL   for ni ,...,1  be constants and let P  be a non-
negative, strictly upper triangular matrix with 1
1 ,
 
n
j ji
p  for ni ,...,1 . Then, there exist 
constants 0i  ( ni ,...,1 ), such that 
ii
n
j
jjij LGp  
1
, , for every ni ,...,1 . (2.11) 
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Using vector notation, inequality (2.11) becomes 
 
  0)()(  LdiagGdiagP   
 
which is also equivalent to 
    )()( LdiagGdiagPI . (2.12) 
 
Lemma 2.3: : Let )1,0(iL  and ]1,0(iG  with ii GL   for ni ,...,1  be constants and let P  be a 
non-negative, strictly upper triangular matrix with 1
1 ,
 
n
j ji
p  for ni ,...,1 . Then the matrix 
)()(' LdiagGdiagPI    is a lower triangular matrix with 1))()('(  LdiagGdiagPI , where 
),...,( 1 nGGG   and ),...,( 1 nLLL  . 
 
The following assumption is a technical assumption, which is related to Property 2 above.  
 
(H3) There exist functions ])1,0[;(~ 0 ni SDCs   with ),,(
~),,( vxdsvxds ii   for all 
nSDvxd ),,( , ni ,...,1 , and constants 0
max iv  ( ni ,...,1 ) such that the following 
implication holds: 
 
If nivxdsx ii ,...,1,0),,(
~   and nivv ii ,...,1,
max  then 0x . (2.13) 
 
Remark 3: Assumption (H3) guarantees that the functions ]1,0[:  
n
i SDs , for ni ,...,1 , 
which have been introduced in model (2.9) in order to accommodate congestion phenomena, 
should admit a continuous and positive definite lower bound for some ni ,...,1 . Implication (2.13) 
guarantees that if the outflow of every cell of the network is zero then the density of every cell 
should be zero (Property 2). 
 
We next show that assumption (H3) in conjunction with assumption (H1) and (H2) guarantees 
that the network (2.9) satisfies Properties 1, 2 above.  
 
Proposition 2.4: Consider the network (2.9) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3). Then for every 
constants 0ir  ( ni ,...,1 ) satisfying (2.10) and for every family of constants 
   Dddgv iii  :)0,(min,min,0~ max  ( ni ,...,1 ), there exists a constant 0C  such that 
  











 n
i
ii
n
i
ii
n
i
ii vrxrCxr
111
1                                                (2.14) 
 
for all SDxd ),(  and for all 0iv  with    iiii Dddgvv ~:)0,(min,min max   ( ni ,...,1 ). 
 
Inequality (2.14) and induction allows us to show that for every 0  and for sufficiently small 
external inflows ( 0)( tvi  for ni ,...,1  with    iiii Dddgvtv ~:)0,(min,min)( max   for all 0t ) 
there exists 0T  sufficiently large such that the following estimate holds for all Tt   for the 
solution of (2.9), for every initial condition Sx )0(  and for every input   0)( tDtd : 
  





n
i
ii
ni
n
i
ii rttvCtxr
1
,...,1
1
1
0:)(supmax)(  . 
The above inequality shows that if the attempted external inflows 0iv  ( ni ,...,1 ) are “small” for 
a sufficiently large time period then the network densities will eventually be “small”. This is 
Property 1 stated above. Property 2 above is a direct consequence of (2.6), (2.13) and the fact that 
00),(  iii xxdf  (a consequence of Assumption (H1)). Property 3 is a direct consequence of 
the following assumption and (2.8).  
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(H4) There exist constants )
~
,0( ii   , 0
max iv  ( ni ,...,1 ), such that 
 
),(),(
1
,
max xdgxdfpv i
n
j
jjiji 

 for all ni ,...,1 , SDxd ),(  with x                    (2.15) 
 
where ),...,( 1  n . 
 
Remark 4: Assumption (H4) is a reasonable assumption: if the network densities are small 
(below a critical value, here denoted by i ) and the attempted external inflows are small (below a 
given maxiv ), then the total attempted inflow should be accommodated by the i -th cell.  
 
Assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3) and (H4) have important consequences; some of them have been 
already discussed while the rest are presented in the next section. Those assumptions may fit to 
many kinds of networks of the form (2.9). In particular, for freeway traffic flow networks the 
aforementioned assumptions are relatively mild. In fact, the following remark shows that the 
above assumptions are indeed satisfied for the general freeway models in [13].  
 
Remark 5: The above assumptions are satisfied for the general freeway models in [13] due to the 
following facts: 
 
 A similar assumption as (H1) is used in [13], but assumption (H1) is more general, since 
uncertain demand functions and relaxed assumptions both for the left, iix  , and the 
right, iix  , branch of the demand functions have been considered within assumption 
(H1) in this study. 
 
 The entries of the matrix P  which contains the turning rates of the network (2.9) for the 
freeway models in [13] are as follows 
 
0, jip  for every 1 ij  with ni ,...,1  and nj ,...,1  
0, jip  for 1 ij  with 1,...,1  ni  and nj ,...,1  
(2.16) 
 
thus we conclude that assumption (H2) holds for (2.9) with (2.16). 
 
 In [13] the supply functions are given as )}(,min{),( iiiiii xacqxdg  , where 0iq , ]1,0(ic  
( ni ,...,1 ) are constants. It can be shown that assumption (H4) is satisfied with 0max iv , 
)
~
,0( ii   , ni ,...,1 , given by the following recursive formulas 
 
2/
~
nn   ,  







  )(,min
2
1
,
2
~
min 1111 iiii
i
i acq 

  ( 1,...,1  ni ) and (2.17) 
 )(,min
2
1max
iiiii acqv   for ni ,...,1 . (2.18) 
 
 It can be also shown that assumption (H3) holds with  0max iv  ( ni ,...,1 ) given by (2.18) 
and the continuous functions ),,(~ vxdsi  ( ni ,...,1 ) given by 
 
   







 



iii
iiiii
i
ap
vxacq
vxds
1,
11111,min,0max,1min:),,(~  ( 1,...,1  ni ) and 1:~ ns . (2.19) 
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 3. Main Results 
 
Consider a network of the form (2.9) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3), (H4). We next assume 
the existence of a point Sxxx n 
 ),...,( 1  with ),0( iix 
  for ni ,...,1  and a vector 
n
nvvv 
  ),...,( 1  with 
max
ii vv 
  for ni ,...,1 , that satisfy the following equations: 
 


 
n
j
jjijiii xdfpvxdf
1
, ),(),( , for all ni ,...,1  and Dd  .                              (3.1) 
Since ),0( iix 
 , maxii vv 
  for ni ,...,1 , it follows from (2.15) that the following inequalities hold: 
 
),(),(
1
,


  xdgxdfpv i
n
j
jjiji , for all ni ,...,1  and Dd  .                              (3.2) 
 
The point Sxxx n 
 ),...,( 1  is called the UEP (uncongested equilibrium point) of the network 
corresponding to the vector of external inflows nnvvv 
  ),...,( 1 . Notice that the input Dd   is 
a vanishing perturbation for system (2.9) with  vtv )( . This is also illustrated in Figure 1, which 
shows that the input Dd   does not change the position of the equilibrium point (denoted by a 
star). 
     One of the most important consequences of the existence of an UEP and assumptions 
(H1), (H2), (H3), (H4) is presented below. More specifically, the following proposition reveals 
the reason for studying acyclic networks (explicitly guaranteed by (H2)) and shows that if the 
network contains cycles, then the system is not globally asymptotically controllable to the UEP. 
That means that assumption (H2) is utterly necessary in order to proceed to the study of the 
stabilization of the network (2.9) because otherwise there is no feedback control law which can 
render the UEP globally exponentially stable. (Note that proofs of the main results are provided in 
Section 4 and the Appendix.) 
 
Proposition 3.1: Consider the network (2.9) under assumptions (H1), (H3), (H4). Assume the 
existence of a point Sxxx n 
 ),...,( 1  with ),0( iix 
  for ni ,...,1  and a vector 
n
nvvv 
  ),...,( 1  with   Dddgvv iii  :)0,(min,min max  for ni ,...,1 , that satisfy equations (3.1). 
Assume that the network contains at least one cycle. Then, system (2.9) with input Ddv n  ),(  is 
not globally asymptotically controllable to the equilibrium point Sxxx n 
 ),...,( 1 . 
 
We next assume that some of the external inflows may be controlled. Let nb   be a vector with 
 vb , let nnK   be a non-negative, constant matrix and let 0  be a constant. We set: 
 
  )(11)( 1   xxKhhbvdiagvv nn                                          (3.3) 
 
where nnh :  is the mapping defined by 
 
  nnxxxh 

 ),0max(),...,,0max()( 1 , for all 
nx  .                               (3.4) 
 
Notice that if  ii vb  for some },...,2,1{ ni  then it follows from (3.3) that 
 ii vv , i.e., the external 
inflow iv  is uncontrolled. Therefore, by assuming (3.3), we have taken into account all possible 
cases for the control of external inflows. We intend to prove the following theorem, which shows 
that the UEP can be robustly, globally, exponentially stabilized by the continuous feedback law 
(3.3), which regulates certain or all the external inflows. 
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Theorem 3.2: Consider the network (2.9) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3), (H4). Assume the 
existence of a point Sxxx n 
 ),...,( 1  with ),0( iix 
  for ni ,...,1  and a vector 
n
nvvv 
  ),...,( 1  with   Dddgvv iii  :)0,(min,min max  for ni ,...,1 , that satisfy equations (3.1). 
Then there exists an index set  0:},...,1{  ivniR , a matrix nnK   and a vector nb   with 
 ii vb0  for Ri , 
 ii vb  for Ri  such that for every )1,0( , Sxxx n 
 ),...,( 1  is Robustly 
Globally Exponentially Stable for the closed-loop system (2.9) with (3.3). 
 
 
Figure 3: Idea behind Theorem 3.2. 
 
Theorem 3.2 is an existence result. However, its proof is constructive and provides 
formulae (or sufficient conditions) for all constants and for the index set R  (see Section 4 and the 
Appendix). Notice that the index set R  is the set of all inflows that must be controlled in order to 
be able to guarantee that the UEP is RGES. The importance of Theorem 3.2 lies on the following 
facts: 
a) It provides a family of robust, global, exponential stabilizers (parameterized by )1,0( ) 
and an explicit feedback law (formula (3.3)). 
b) The achieved stabilization is robust with respect to:  
i. The uncertain nature (introduced by Dd ) of the fundamental diagram of traffic 
flow (by considering uncertain demand and supply functions, ),( dfi  and ),( dgi , 
respectively).  
ii. The overall uncertain nature of the model (2.9) when congestion phenomena are 
present (by considering uncertain functions ),,( dsi  and ),,( dwi , with respect to 
Dd ). 
 
Notice here, that the only requirements regarding the functions ),,( dsi  (and ),,( dwi  
respectively) are summarized within the implication (2.8) and assumption (H3). However, 
implication (2.8) is not a strict requirement since it allows the functions ),,( dsi  (for ni ,...,1 ) to 
take any value within ]1,0[ , when at least one cell is congested. One possibility for the uncertainty 
within the functions ),,( dsi  (for ni ,...,1 ) is to be represented with respect to unknown and even 
time-varying priority rules in the junctions of the network as in [13], where freeway models are 
considered (which are special cases of (2.9)); however, here, this type of uncertainty may be 
enhanced by considering priority rules for all the internal inflows of the network. Notice also, that 
the only requirements regarding the functions ),( dfi  and ),( dgi  are summarized within 
assumption (H1) and the inequality iii xaxdg ),(  which again allow for a large variety of 
fundamental diagrams to be considered (see the illustrative example in Section 5). 
The main idea behind the proof of Theorem 3.2 is the construction of a vector Lyapunov 
function for the closed-loop system. The construction of the vector Lyapunov function is based on 
the existence of a TR   for the system (2.9) in which no congestion phenomena are present. The 
appropriate selection of the gain matrix nnK   in (3.3) forces the selected control action to lead 
the state in the set   (see Figure 3). In other words, the control action will first eliminate all 
congestion phenomena and then will drive the state to the desired equilibrium. 
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Remark 6: It is important also to notice that Theorem 3.2 is a generalization of the corresponding 
theorem in [13] (Theorem 2.1), which shows that a continuous, robust, global, exponential 
stabilizer exists for the aforementioned freeway models proposed therein. We have already shown 
(Remark 5) that the considered assumptions in this study are generalizations of the corresponding 
assumptions and definitions in [13]. But also the feedback stabilizer defined by (3.3) is 
generalization of the feedback law proposed in [13]. This can be shown by selecting the matrix 
nnK   as 
j
jiK ,  for every nji ,...,1,   where ]1,0(  is a parameter. Therefore, clearly the 
present study is a comprehensive generalization of [13], and the proposed results can be directly 
applied to freeway models. 
 
The following proposition shows the existence of a positively invariant region for (2.9).  
 
Proposition 3.3: Consider the network (2.9) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3), (H4). Assume 
the existence of a point Sxxx n 
 ),...,( 1  with ),0( iix 
  for ni ,...,1  and a vector 
n
nvvv 
  ),...,( 1  with 
max
ii vv 
  for ni ,...,1 , that satisfy equations (3.1). Then there exist 
constants ],( iii x 
  ( ni ,...,1 ) such that for every nb   with 
 vb , nnK   and, 0  it holds 
that 
Ddx  ,   x , (3.5) 
where ],0[...],0[ 1 n  , 
nnh :  is the mapping defined by (3.4) and 
x  is given by (2.9) 
with (3.3).  
 
Implication (3.5) shows that S  is a positively invariant region for inputs that satisfy Dtd )(  
and   ))((11)()(0 1   xtxKhhbvdiagvtv nn   for all 0t . It should be noticed that 
)int(x , i.e., the UEP is in the interior of the positively invariant region. In order to study the 
stability properties of the UEP of the network (2.9), we need the following technical lemmas. 
Their proofs are provided in the Appendix. 
 
Lemma 3.4: Consider the network (2.9) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3), (H4). Assume the 
existence of a point Sxxx n 
 ),...,( 1  with ),0( iix 
  for ni ,...,1  and a vector 
n
nvvv 
  ),...,( 1  with 
max
ii vv 
  for ni ,...,1 , that satisfy equations (3.1). Then there exist 
constants ],( iii x 
  ( ni ,...,1 ) such that for every nb   with 
 vb , nnK   and 0 , 
implication (3.5) holds and such that 
Ddx  ,    )()()()(   xxhLdiagGdiagPIxxh  (3.6) 
Ddx  ,      )()()()()( 1   xxKhbvdiagxxhLdiagGdiagPIxxh   (3.7) 
where ],0[...],0[ 1 n  , 
nnh :  is the mapping defined by (3.4), 
n
nLLL  ),...,( 1 , 
n
nGGG  ),...,( 1 , 
nnP   is the matrix  njipP ji ,...,1,:,    and x  is given by (2.9) with (3.3).  
 
Lemma 3.5: Consider the network (2.9) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3), (H4). Assume the 
existence of a point Sxxx n 
 ),...,( 1  with ),0( iix 
  for ni ,...,1  and a vector 
n
nvvv 
  ),...,( 1  with 
max
ii vv 
  for ni ,...,1 , that satisfy equations (3.1). Then there exist 
constants ],( iii x 
  ( ni ,...,1 ) such that for every nb   with 
 vb , nnK   and 0 ,  
implications (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) hold and there exists a constant 0M  (depending on nb  , 
nnK   and 0 ), which satisfies the following property 
DdSx  ,   xxMxx , (3.8) 
where x  is given by (2.9) with (3.3). 
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The following lemma shows the existence of a TR for system (2.9). 
 
Lemma 3.6: Consider the network (2.9) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3), (H4). Assume the 
existence of a point Sxxx n 
 ),...,( 1  with ),0( iix 
  for ni ,...,1  and a vector 
n
nvvv 
  ),...,( 1  with   Dddgvv iii  :)0,(min,min max  for ni ,...,1 , that satisfy equations (3.1). 
Let )int(),...,( 1
n
nrrr   be a vector of constants satisfying (2.10) and let 0C  be the 
corresponding constant for which inequality (2.14) holds for all SDxd ),(  and for all 0iv  
with  ii vv  ( ni ,...,1 ). Assume that there exist 
nb   with 
 vb  such that 
 
 

 ii
ni
xrCbr
,...,1
min .                                                            (3.9) 
Then there exist constants ],( iii x 
  ( ni ,...,1 ) and a matrix nnK   such that for every 
)1,0(  implications (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) hold and the set ],0[...],0[ 1 n   is a TR for the closed-
loop system (2.9) with (3.3). 
 
Summarizing the above results, the following theorem shows that the UEP is robustly, globally, 
exponentially stable for the system (2.9) under the proposed feedback regulator (3.3). Τhe proof 
of Theorem 3.7 is based on the construction of a vector Lyapunov function [19]. Theorem 3.7 is 
utilized in order to prove the main result of this section, i.e., Theorem 3.2. 
 
Theorem 3.7: Consider the network (2.9) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3), (H4). Assume the 
existence of a point Sxxx n 
 ),...,( 1  with ),0( iix 
  for ni ,...,1  and a vector 
n
nvvv 
  ),...,( 1  with   Dddgvv iii  :)0,(min,min max  for ni ,...,1 , that satisfy equations (3.1). 
Let )int(),...,( 1
n
nrrr   be a vector of constants satisfying (2.10) and let 0C  be the 
corresponding constant for which inequality (2.14) holds for all SDxd ),(  and for all 0iv  
with  ii vv  ( ni ,...,1 ). Assume that there exist 
nb   with 
 vb  such that (3.9) holds. Then there 
exist constants ],( iii x 
  ( ni ,...,1 ) and a matrix nnK   such that for every )1,0( , 
implications (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) hold and the equilibrium point Sxxx n 
 ),...,( 1  is Robustly 
Globally Exponentially Stable for the closed-loop system (2.9) with (3.3). 
 
 
 
4. Proof of Main Results 
 
 
4.1. Proof of Proposition 3.1 
 
Let the index set  nE ,...,1  be the set of all the indices of the cells that are in one of the cycles in 
the network (2.9). Let also ne   be the cardinality of the set E . Then, we define },...,,{: 21 eiiiE   so 
that 0,,...,,
113221 ,,,,

 iiiiiiii eee
pppp . Moreover, consider an initial condition )0(x  for which 
kk ii
ax )0( for every ek ,...,1  (but otherwise arbitrary) and let   0)( tDtd  and  

 0)( tUtv  be 
arbitrary sequences. Due to the fact that 0),( xdg
ki
 if 
kk ii
ax   (direct consequence of continuity 
of ),( xdgi  and the fact that iii xaxdg  ),(0  for every ni ,...,1 ) for every ek ,...,1 , we have 
from (2.7) that for 1k  
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 0)0(
1,iin
F 

0))0(),0(())0(),0(),0(()0())0(),0(),0((
1
, 111
n
j
jjjijii xdfvxdspvvxdw 0))0(),0(),0((1 vxdwi  
and 0))0(),0(())0(),0(),0((
1
, 1


n
j
jjjij xdfvxdsp . 
But the fact that 0))0(),0(())0(),0(),0((
1 , 1
 
n
j jjjij
xdfvxdsp  implies that: 
.0))0(),0(),0((0))0(),0(),0((
)),0(())0(),0(),0(())0(),0(())0(),0(),0((
min
,
,,
1
111



vxdsfvxdsp
adfvxdspxdfvxdsp
eeee
eeeeeeee
iiiii
iiiiiiiiii
. 
 
Repeating the above process for every ek ,...,1 , we obtain that 0))0(),0(),0(( vxdw
ki
 and 
0))0(),0(),0(( vxds
ki
 for every ek ,...,1 . Therefore, we conclude from (2.9) that 
kkk iii
axx  )0()1( . 
Using induction, it follows that 
kk ii
atx )(  for every 0t . The proof is complete.   
 
 
4.2. Proof of Proposition 3.3 
Lemma 2.2 guarantees that there exists )int( n  such that ii
n
j jjij
LGp   1 , , for ni ,...,1 . 
Using (2.12) and the fact that )(xh  for all nx   with x , we have 
 
   )()()(' xhLdiagGdiagPI . (4.1) 
 
Since ),0( iix 
  for ni ,...,1 , there exists a constant 0 , sufficiently small, such that 
  x , where )int(),...,( 1
n
n   . We define: 
 
   x: . (4.2) 
 
Let arbitrary nvDdx  ,,  with   )(11)( 1   xxKhhbvdiagvv nn   be given. Since 
iiix    and 
max
iii vvv 
  for ni ,...,1 , it follows from (2.8) and (2.15) that 
 


 
n
j
jjijiiiii xdfpxdfvxx
1
, ),(),( , for ni ,...,1 . (4.3) 
Using the fact that   









   
 n
j jjjiiiii
xxKbvvv
1 ,
1 ),0max(1,0max1   for ni ,...,1 , in 
conjunction with (3.1), we obtain from (4.3): 
   
 















n
j
jjjjijiiii
n
j
jjjiiiiiii
xdfxdfpxdfxdf
xxKbvbvxx
1
,
1
*
,
1
),(),(),(),(
),0max(1,0max 
, for ni ,...,1 . (4.4) 
Using Assumption (H1), we get      iiiiiiiiii xxGxdfxdfxxL ),(),(  for ni ,...,1  and  ii xx . 
Notice that assumption (H1) and the fact that )
~
,0( ii    ( ni ,...,1 ), guarantee that the mappings 
),( iiii xdfxx  , ),( iii xdfx   are non-decreasing for ],0[ iix  , ni ,...,1 . It follows that: 
 
   iiiiiii xxGxdfxdf ,0max),(),( ,    iiiiiiiii xxLxdfxdfxx ,0max)1(),(),(  
for ],0[ iix  , ni ,...,1 .                                                        (4.5) 
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Combining (4.4), (4.5) we obtain for ni ,...,1 : 
 
   
   .,0max,0max)1(
),0max(1,0max
1
,
1
*
,
1
















n
j
jjjijiii
n
j
jjjiiiiiii
xxGpxxL
xxKbvbvxx 
                     (4.6) 
 
Using vector notation and definition (3.4), we are in a position to write inequalities (4.6) in the 
following form: 
 
    )())()(()(1 1   xxhLdiagGdiagPIxxKhhbvdiagbvxx n  .            (4.7) 
 
In order to show (3.5), it suffices to show that  
 
       )())()(()(1 1 xxhLdiagGdiagPIxxKhhbvdiagbvx n ,  
for all nx   with x  
 
or equivalently, using (4.2), 
 
    bvxxhLdiagGdiagPIxxKhhbvdiag n    )())()(()(1 1 , 
for all nx   with 
  xx .                                              (4.8) 
 
Setting    xx , where n , and using the fact that )()(  hh    for all n  (a direct 
consequence of definition (3.4)), it follows that (4.8) holds provided that  
 
    bvhLdiagGdiagPIKhhbvdiag n    )())()(()(1 1 , 
for all n  with   .                                                     (4.9) 
 
However, inequality (4.1) and the fact that   nn Khh 1)(1 1     imply (4.9). 
The proof is complete.         
 
 
4.3. Proof of Theorem 3.7 
 
A direct application of Theorem 2.3 in [19]. Indeed, Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 guarantee that all 
assumptions of Theorem 2.3 in the above paper hold for the closed-loop system (2.9), (3.3) with 
 
  iii xxxV ,0max:)(  for ni ,...,1  and  iii xxxV  ,0max:)(  for nni 2,...,1 .          (4.10) 
Notice that definitions (4.10) guarantee the inequality  
    

  xxxxxVxx
n
ii
ni
i
ni ,...,12,...,1
max)(max
1
, for all Sx                            (4.11) 
while inequalities (3.6), (3.7) and definitions (4.10) imply the inequality 
 
)()( xVxV  , for all Dxd ),( ,                                                   (4.12) 
 
where nn xVxVxV
2
21 ))(),...,(()(   and  
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







  )()()(
0)()(
: 1 LdiagGdiagPIKbvdiag
LdiagGdiagPI

.                                (4.13) 
 
Lemma 2.3 guarantees that the matrix )()( LdiagGdiagPI   is a lower triangular matrix with 
  1)()(  LdiagGdiagPI . Then, it follows that the matrix  , as defined by (4.13), is a lower 
triangular matrix with its diagonal entries being the same with the diagonal entries of the matrix 
)()( LdiagGdiagPI  . Therefore,   1 . The proof is complete.       
 
 
4.4. Proof of Theorem 3.2 
 
Without loss of generality, by virtue of Theorem 3.7, it suffices to show the existence of nb   
with  vb  such that (3.9) hold. We set: 
 
 0:},...,1{: *  ivniR  (4.14) 
 vb :  (4.15) 
 















vr
xrC ii
ni ,...,1
min
,
2
1
min: . (4.16) 
 
Notice that definitions (4.14), (4.15), (4.16) guarantee that (3.9) holds.  
The proof is complete.       
 
 
 
5. Illustrative Example 
 
Consider a 3-lane freeway-to-freeway traffic network of the form (2.9) with 8n  cells. The traffic 
network consists of two smaller freeways, 2 km each; the first is composed by the cells 4,3,2,1i , 
and the second is composed by the cells 8,7,6,5i  (see, Figure 4). The cells are homogeneous, 
each cell being 0.5 km in length. The whole network admits two external inflows; one external 
inflow at the upstream boundary of the first cell and one external inflow at the upstream boundary 
of the fifth cell, while there are no intermediate external inflows ( 0876432  vvvvvv  and 
0, 51 vv ). At the end of the first freeway (4
th
 cell) there is an off-ramp joining the second freeway 
which becomes an on-ramp for the second freeway at the upstream boundary of the 7
th
 cell (see 
Figure 4). According to this configuration, the exit and turning rates of the freeway are defined as 
follows 
 
0iQ  for    8,4\8,...,1i , 5.04 Q , 18 Q  and 
 
otherwiseif
jandiif
iandijif
p ji 74
4\}7,...,1{1
0
5.0
1
, 






 , 8,....,1, ji . 
(5.1) 
 
Consequently, the only control possibilities are the inflows 51,vv . It should be noted here that the 
7
th
 cell is a bottleneck for the overall network due to the ramp that joins both freeways. 
Congestion may be created in the 7
th
 cell, due to high on-ramp demand from the 1
st
 and the 5
th
 
cells, and spill back to both freeways depending on the priority rules. 
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Figure 4: The scheme of the freeway-to-freeway network. 
 
All the following simulation tests have been conducted using the following form of the 
model (2.9), which is expressed by means of the supply function ig  ( ni ,...,1 ): 
 








 


n
j
jjijiiiiii xdfpvxdgvxdfvxdsxx
1
, ),(),,(min),,(),,(  (5.2) 






















 



0
0
1
),(
),(
,0max,1min
),,(
1,
11
i
i
iiii
ii
i
xif
xif
xdfp
vxdg
vxds , for 8,4i , 






















 

0
0
1
),(
),(),(
,0max,1min
),,(
4
4
447,4
667,67
4
xif
xif
xdfp
xdfpxdg
vxds  
 
and 1),,(8 vxds . 
(5.3) 
 
Notice that, according to (5.3), constant priority rules for the junctions have been taken into 
account by assuming a full priority rate for the external inflows and by assuming that the 
mainstream flow coming from the 6
th
 cell has full priority over the mainstream flow coming from 
the 4
th
 cell. Furthermore, we assume that the simulation time step is T 15 s. However, since all 
flows and densities are measured in [veh] (as imposed by the form of the model (2.9) and (5.2), 
(5.3)), the cell length, the time step and the number of lanes do not appear explicitly, but they are 
only reflected implicitly in the values of every variable and every constant (e.g. critical density, 
jam density, flow capacity, wave speed etc.) corresponding to density or flow. Appropriate 
transformations in common traffic units are given for the most critical variables wherever it is 
needed. 
The demand and the supply functions have been defined so as to reflect the uncertainty, d , 
derived from the fundamental diagram of traffic flow. More specifically, we assume that the 
demand functions are given as a convex combination of several functions i  (e.g., linear or 
quadratic) satisfying assumption (H1). Furthermore, it should be noted that the functions i  
should guarantee that the uncertainty d  is a vanishing perturbation for the system (5.2), (5.3), i.e., 
it does not change the position of the UEP (see Figure 5). Here, six different functions are used to 
represent the uncertainty in the demand functions. Specifically, the functions i , for 6,...,1i  are 
given by 
 
zz
11
5
)(1  ,   zzz 7.030255.13)(
2
2  ,   zzz 2.0302514)(
2
3  , 
(5.4) 
]55,5.27(
]5.27,0[
195582)302538(
9.0)302549(
)(
2
2
4









zif
zif
zz
zz
z , 
  ]55,5.27(
]5.27,0[
25.812105.71)605021(
2.0)25.7567(
)(
2
2
5









zif
zif
zz
zz
z , 
23
740
23
3
)(6  zz ,     1058460191058044715290083)(
2
7  zzz . 
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Then, the demand functions are given by 
 
]170,255(
]255,0[
)()1()(
)()1)(1()()1()(
),(
7363
31221211














i
i
ii
iii
ii
xif
xif
xdxd
xddxddxd
xdf , for 
8,7,4,3,2,1i , 
(5.5) 
]170,255(
]255,0[
)()1()(
)()1)(1()()1()(
),(
7363
51241211














i
i
ii
iii
ii
xif
xif
xdxd
xddxddxd
xdf , for 6,5i , (5.6) 
 
where ]1,0[id , for 3,2,1i , correspond to time-varying weight parameters and 
510 . 
According to (5.5), (5.6), each cell has the same critical density  255 i [veh] ( 8,...,1i ) 
(corresponding to 36.7 [veh/km/lane] with the above settings) and the same jam density 170ia  
[veh] ( 8,...,1i ) (corresponding to 113.3 [veh/km/lane]). Notice also that, according to (5.5), (5.6), 
decreasing functions have been considered for overcritical densities, as proposed in [27], so as to 
incorporate into the model (5.2), (5.3) the capacity drop phenomenon. 
As it has already been mentioned, for traffic flow networks the supply functions are 
usually described by the functions  )(,min),( iiiii xacqxdg  , where 0iq  represents the 
maximum inflow for the thi  cell and ]1,0(ic  represents the normalized congestion wave speed. 
 
 
Figure 5: Specification of the parameters of the demand and the supply functions of every cell. 
 
Here, in order to consider the uncertainty of the supply functions, we assume that 
 
 iiii xadxdg  ,115min),( 4 , (5.7) 
 
where ]30.0,22.0[4 d  is a time-varying parameter resulting to a congestion wave speed within 
approximately 26 to 36 [km/h] and a maximum inflow approximately between 2000 to 2750 
[veh\h\lane]. For the overall system (5.2), (5.3), the uncertainty Dtdtdtd  ))(),...,(()( 41  is a time-
varying parameter taking values from a uniform distribution within ]3.0,22.0[]1,0[ 3 D .  Figure 5 
visualizes a grey area which includes any possible demand and supply functions. 
Assumption (H1) is satisfied for  255
~
 ii [veh], 10
min if [veh] ( 8,...,1i ), 2.0iL , 
71.0iG  for 8,7,4,3,2,1i  and 009.0iL , 9.0iG  for 6,5i . The cell flow capacities are 
approximately 25),( ii df  [veh] ( 8,...,1i ), corresponding to 2000 [veh/h/lane]. Notice also that 
the matrix P , given by (5.1), satisfies assumption (H2). Assumption (H4) holds for   55i  for 
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6,5i  and   5.27i  for 6,5i , where 
510  and 3.0max iv  for 5,1i  and 25
max
5
max
1  vv . 
Finally, assumption (H3) holds for 
 
 







 



iii
ii
i
ap
vxdg
vxds
1,
11 ),(,0max,1min:),,(~  for 8,4i ,  
 







 

47,4
667,677
4
),(),(,0max
,1min:),,(~
ap
xdfpvxdg
vxds  and 1:),,(~8 vxds  
 
(5.8) 
and maxiv  (for 8,...,1i ) as previous.  
Here, }5,1{R  and therefore we select 5.051  bb  while 0ib  for every 5,1i . Our goal is 
to globally exponentially stabilize the system at an UEP which is as close as possible to the 
critical density (due to the fact that the flow value at the critical density is the largest). Equation 
(3.1) and inequality (3.2) are satisfied by selecting )0,0,0,5.12,0,0,0,25(* v  and 
)55,55,5.27,5.27,55,55,55,55(* x . The above UEP is not open-loop globally exponentially stable due 
to the existence of additional (congested) equilibria. This is shown in Figure 6, where the solution 
of the open-loop system, with constant inflows )0,0,0,5.12,0,0,0,25(* v , constant )5.0,1,0,0,1()( td  
and ],...,[ 810 aax  , is attracted by the congested equilibrium 
)'82.92,82.92,5.27,5.27,8.111,8.111,8.111,8.111(  (Figure 6(a)) leading to outflow, which is 7.4 [veh] lower 
than the capacity flow of the 4
th
 cell and 4.9 [veh] lower than the capacity flow of the 8
th
 cell and 
a constant deviation of 125.5 [veh] for the Euclidean norm (Figure 6(b)). Therefore, if the 
objective is the operation of the freeway with largest possible outflow, then a control strategy will 
be needed. 
 
 
 
Figure 6: (a) The response of the density of every cell and (b) the evolution of the Euclidean norm of the deviation 
*)( xtx  of the state from the UEP, that is *)( xtx  , for the open-loop system (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), (3.3), for initial 
condition ],...,[ 810 aax  , 
*vv   and )5.0,1,0,1()( td . 
 
 
We constructed the matrix K  and the constant   using the sufficient conditions provided 
from the proofs of the technical lemmas and propositions. Here, we simply used nnK  1016.0  and 
2/1  which satisfy those conditions and allow for a good control performance with respect to 
overshooting effects. Figure 7 shows the response of the density of every cell for the closed-loop 
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system (5.2), (5.3), (3.3) and three different initial conditions for constant )5.0,0,0,1()( td ; Figure 
7(a) is with )'25,20,25,20,25,20,25,20(0 x   corresponding to very low densities; Figure 7(b) is with 
)'60,80,27,27,50,50,50,50(0 x  corresponding to a more realistic traffic situation for which a sudden 
incident created congestion in a small part of the second freeway; and Figure 7(c) is with 
)',...,( 810 aax   corresponding to a fully congested network. The feedback regulator is seen to 
respond very satisfactorily in these tests, exhibiting a fast convergence to the UEP for each one of 
the initial conditions. 
Figure 8 shows again the response of the density of every cell for the closed-loop system 
(5.2), (5.3), (3.3) and three different initial conditions (same as those of Figure 7) for time-varying 
Dtdtdtd  ))(),...,(()( 41  taking values from a uniform distribution within ]3.0,22.0[]1,0[
3 D . In this 
case, although small oscillations exist, the rate of convergence to the UEP is similar to the 
previous test. This demonstrates the robustness of the feedback regulator (3.3) with respect to the 
uncertainties derived from the fundamental diagram (5.5), (5.6), (5.7).   
  
 
 
Figure 7: The response of the density of every cell for the closed-loop system (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), under the proposed 
feedback regulator (3.3) for different initial conditions; (a) )'25,20,25,20,25,20,25,20(0 x , (b) 
)'60,80,27,27,50,50,50,50(0 x  and (c) )',...,( 810 aax   and for )5.0,1,0,1()( td . 
 
 
Finally, Figure 9 shows the evolution of the Euclidean norm of the deviation of the state 
from the UEP, that is *)( xtx  , for the closed-loop system (5.2), (5.3), (3.3) with nnK  1016,0  
and 2/1 , for different initial conditions; (a) )',...,( 810 aax  , (b) )'130,160,100,120,120,60,140,150(0 x , 
(c) )'90,5,80,110,20,10,120,100(0 x  and (d) )'60,80,27,27,50,50,50,50(0 x . By observing the evolution of 
norms, it can be concluded that the UEP, regardless of the initial conditions (as also guaranteed by 
the theoretical results), is reached within a small transient period. 
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Figure 8: The response of the density of every cell for the closed-loop system (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), under the proposed 
feedback regulator (3.3) for different initial conditions; (a) )'25,20,25,20,25,20,25,20(0 x , (b) 
)'60,80,27,27,50,50,50,50(0 x  and (c) )',...,( 810 aax   and for time-varying )(td . 
 
 
 
Figure 9: The time evolution of the Euclidean norm of the deviation 
*)( xtx  of the state from the UEP, that is 
*)( xtx  , for the closed-loop system (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), under the proposed feedback regulator (3.3) and for time-
varying )(td  for different initial conditions; (a) )',...,( 810 aax  , (b) )'130,160,100,120,120,60,140,150(0 x , (c) 
)'90,5,80,110,20,10,120,100(0 x  and (d) )'60,80,27,27,50,50,50,50(0 x . 
 
 
 
6. Concluding Remarks 
 
This work provided a rigorous methodology for the construction of a parameterized family of 
explicit feedback laws that guarantee the robust global exponential stability of the UEP for 
general nonlinear uncertain discrete-time acyclic traffic networks. The construction of the global 
exponential feedback stabilizer is based on a vector Lyapunov function approach as well as 
certain important properties of acyclic traffic networks. The applicability of the obtained results to 
real control problems is demonstrated by conducting a simulation study, using a freeway-to-
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freeway network, with respect to various initial conditions. Simulation results demonstrate the 
efficacy of the proposed feedback control law with respect to the fast convergence to the UEP. 
Future research will address robustness issues in a more comprehensive way. Moreover, 
future work includes application of the proposed methodology into an adaptive control 
framework, similarly to the work in [31], [32]. Moreover, testing the proposed feedback approach 
with other, more realistic (e.g. second-order) traffic simulation models, such as METANET [33] 
is also under way. 
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Appendix 
 
 
Proof of Lemma 2.1: Due to the fact that P  is strictly upper triangular, it holds that 0, jip  for 
every ij   and ]1,0[, jip  otherwise. Therefore, in order to prove inequalities (2.10), it suffices to 
show that for every 0nr  there exist 0ir  ( 1,...,1  ni ), such that  
n
ij ji
rr
1
 for 1,...,1  ni . By 
choosing inir
 2  we obtain: 
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which holds for every 1,...,1  ni . The proof is complete.        
 
 
Proof of Lemma 2.2: Due to the fact that P  is strictly upper triangular, it holds that 0, jip  for 
every ij   and ]1,0[, jip  otherwise. Therefore, in order to prove inequalities (2.11), it suffices to 
show that there exist 0i  ( ni ,...,1 ), such that the inequalities ii
i
j jj
LG  


1
1
 hold for ni ,...,2 . 
For arbitrary 01  , we generate recursively the constants 0i , ni ,...,2 , by using the following 
formula: 




1
1
2
i
j
jj
i
i G
L
 . (A.0) 
The proof is complete.        
 
 
Proof of Lemma 2.3: We prove this lemma by using the following Fact. 
 
Fact: The product of a strictly lower triangular matrix A  and a diagonal matrix B  is a strictly 
lower triangular matrix ABC  . 
 
Proof of the Fact: From the definition of matrix product, we have that  
n
k jkkiji
bac
1 ,,,
 for every 
},...,1{, nji  . Due to the fact that B  is diagonal, it follows that jjjiji bac .,,  . Due to the fact that A  
is strictly lower triangular, it follows that 0, jia  for ji  , which implies 0, jic  for ji  . The 
proof of the Fact is complete.   
 
Since the matrix P  is a strictly upper triangular matrix, it holds that 'P  is a strictly lower 
triangular matrix. Then, the product )(' GdiagP  is a strictly lower triangular matrix from the above 
fact. Moreover, the matrix )(LdiagI   is a diagonal matrix. Then, the matrix )()(' LdiagGdiagPI  , 
which is the sum of a strictly lower triangular matrix and a diagonal matrix, is a lower triangular 
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matrix with its diagonal elements being )1,...,1( 1 nLL   corresponding to its eigenvalues. Due to 
the fact that )1,0(iL , we have that 1)1(max)1(max))()('(  i
i
i
i
LLLdiagGdiagPI . The proof 
is complete.       
 
 
Proof of Proposition 2.4: Using (2.9) we obtain 
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Notice that Lemma (2.1) guarantees that 0Q . Using (A.1), (A.2) and the fact that 
]1,0[),,( vxdwi , we obtain:  
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Assumption (H1) guarantees that iiii xLxdf ),(  for all ]
~
,0[ iix   and ni ,...,1 . Moreover, 
assumption (H1) in conjunction with the previous inequality guarantees that 
 iiiii Lfxdf 
~
,min),( min  for all ],
~
[ iii ax   and ni ,...,1 . Combining we obtain iiii xxdf ),(  for all 
],0[ ii ax   and ni ,...,1 , where  iiiiiii LafaL 
~
,,min: 1min1  . Notice that 0i  for ni ,...,1  and 
define  i
ni

,...,1
min:

 . It follows that  
iii xxdf ),(  for all ],0[ ii ax   and ni ,...,1 .                                       (A.4) 
 
Again, notice that 0 . We obtain from (A.3) and (A.4): 
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Since the set SD  is compact, it follows from continuity of the functions SDgi :  
( ni ,...,1 ) that there exists 0   such that  i
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It follows from the above inequality, (2.8) and (A.5) that the following inequality holds for all 
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Indeed, we define 
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In order to show (A.7), it suffices to show that 0  as defined by (A.8) is positive. Continuity of 
the functions ]1,0[:~  
n
i SDs  ( ni ,...,1 ) and compactness of the set 
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We proceed by using a contradiction argument. Suppose that 0 . It follows from (A.9) that 
0),,(~  vxdsx ii  for ni ,...,1 . However, (H3) and (2.13) imply that 0
x , which contradicts the 
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    It follows from (A.5), (A.6), (A.7) and the fact that ),,(~),,( vxdsvxds ii   for all 
nSDvxd ),,( , ni ,...,1 , that inequality (2.14) holds with ),1min(: QC . The proof is 
complete.        
 
 
Proof of Lemma 3.4: Proposition 3.3 guarantees that there exist constants ],( iii x 
  ( ni ,...,1 ) 
such that (3.5) holds. Using (4.3), (4.5), (3.1), we obtain for all x  and ni ,...,1 : 
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Inequality (3.6) is a direct consequence of inequalities (A.10). Using Assumption (H1), we get 
     iiiiiiiiii xxLxdfxdfxxG ),(),(  for ni ,...,1  and  ii xx . Notice that assumption (H1) and 
the fact that )
~
,0( ii    ( ni ,...,1 ) guarantee that the mappings ),( iiii xdfxx  , ),( iii xdfx   are 
non-decreasing for ],0[ iix  , ni ,...,1 . It follows that: 
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for ],0[ iix  , ni ,...,1 .                                                        (A.11) 
 
Using (4.3), (3.1), we obtain for all x , ni ,...,1  : 
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Inequalities (A.12) imply the following inequalities for all x  and ni ,...,1 :  
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Inequality (3.7) is a direct consequence of inequalities (A.13) and the fact that 
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complete.       
 
Proof of Lemma 3.5: Lemma 3.4 guarantees that there exist constants ],( iii x 
  ( ni ,...,1 ) such 
that (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) hold. Using (3.6), (3.7) in conjunction with the following inequalities which 
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and the facts that  )()( LdiagGdiagPI  , nnK  , )( bvdiag 
   are non-negative matrices and 
0 , we are in a position to guarantee the existence of 0  such that  
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Estimates (A.16), (A.17) imply that (3.8) holds with 
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Proof of Lemma 3.6: Lemma 3.4 guarantees that there exist constants ],( iii x 
  ( ni ,...,1 ) such 
that (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) hold. Let nnK   be a matrix so that 
 
 *, min
1
kk
k
ji
x
K



, for every nji ,...,1,  . (A.18) 
 
It follows from (A.18) that for every )1,0(  we have 
 
  1*,1  jjji xK  , for every nji ,...,1,  . (A.19) 
 
Using the fact that iix 
*  for every ni ,...,1 , it follows from (A.19) and the fact that 
  **,0max iiii xxxx    for  \Sx  (recall that ],0[],0[ 1 n   ), that 
 
 

 
n
j
jjji xxK
1
*
,
1 1,0max , for every ni ,...,1  and  \Sx  (A.20) 
 
and consequently, since   )(11)( 1   xxKhhbvdiagvv nn  , we get 
 
bv  , for  \Sx . (A.21) 
 
In order to show that the set ],0[...],0[ 1 n   is a TR for the closed-loop system (2.9) with 
(3.3), it suffices to show that for every Sx 0 ,  

 0)( tDtd  the solution )(tx  of the closed-loop 
system (2.9) with (3.3) and initial condition 0)0( xx   corresponding to input  

 0)( tDtd  satisfies 
)(tx  for all mt  , where 
   
1
)1ln(
lnminln
:
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
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
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
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








 


C
arCbrrC
m
ii
ni

                                           (A.22) 
where )int(),...,( 1
n
naaa  . We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that there exist Sx 0 , 
  0)( tDtd  such that the solution )(tx  of the closed-loop system (2.9) with (3.3) and initial 
condition 0)0( xx   corresponding to input  

 0)( tDtd  satisfies )(tx  for certain mt  . Since the 
set ],0[...],0[ 1 n   is positively invariant (a direct consequence of (3.5)), it follows that 
)(qx  for all mq ,...,1,0 . Define 
)(:)( qxrqI                                                                     (A.23) 
 
and notice that (2.14), (A.21) imply the following estimate for all mq ,...,1,0 : 
 
brqICqI  )()1()1( .                                                        (A.24) 
 
Estimate (A.24) implies the following estimate for all 1,...,1,0  mq : 
 
  qq CbrCICqI   11)0()1()( 1 .                                              (A.25) 
 
Since arxrxrI  0)0()0(  for all Sx 0 , we obtain from (A.25) for all 1,...,1,0  mq : 
 
brCarCqI q  1)1()( .                                                         (A.26) 
 
Estimate (A.26) in conjunction with definition (A.22) implies that  ii
ni
rmI 
,...,1
min)(

 , which 
combined with definition (A.23) shows that )(mx , a contradiction. The proof is complete.       
